RSM’s Workiva services

Unifying and streamlining processes across Governance Risk and Compliance (GRC); Financial Reporting; and Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG)

Workiva is the world’s leading reporting and compliance automation platform. Its powerful and connected suite of solutions is used by more than 75% of Fortune 500 companies and over 5,000 companies worldwide.

RSM’s dedicated team of implementation and advisory professionals will work with your company to maximize the value of the Workiva platform. Our goal is to improve visibility, connectivity and user adoption throughout your company’s financial reporting, compliance and ESG processes by tailoring the Workiva platform to fit your needs.

WORKIVA BENEFITS

Regardless of which role you play at your company—controller, internal auditor, chief financial officer or finance director—RSM offers the consulting services you need to:

- **Connect**
  - bring all of your data, documents and teams into a single, shared platform

- **Transform**
  - centralize and conceptualize data from across your application ecosystem

- **Collaborate**
  - eliminate inconsistencies and version control in live, shared documents with extensive review capabilities

- **Automate**
  - take back hours of time by modernizing manual processes

Workiva recognized RSM with its 2022 Partner of the Year award.
BETTER TOGETHER: WORKIVA + RSM

Workiva and RSM are two best-in-class organizations that are even better together. Workiva is a powerful and effective solution, which is why more than 5,700 companies use it around the world. But each company is unique, and RSM works closely with you to customize your implementation and optimize your SaaS ROI.

WHY RSM?

- RSM’s certified Workiva advisors focus exclusively on implementations and optimizations, as well as integrating Workiva into existing systems like NetSuite and BlackLine
- RSM offers pre-built Workiva tools and methodologies that are tailored to each company’s implementation needs and goals
- RSM’s dedicated team works with each client to understand its unique business objectives and discover opportunities to maximize Workiva for those goals
- RSM is a trusted advisor to businesses across all industries and is the nation’s leading provider of audit, tax and consulting services focused on the middle market
- RSM has access to over 51,000 specialists in 123 countries

To speak with an RSM specialist and learn how Workiva can simplify your complex reporting and compliance tasks, call us at +1 800 274 3978 or visit rsmus.com/contact to send us a message.
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